
SECTION 5

LINK LAYER P-CHANNEL AND R-CHANNEL PROTOCOLS

5.1  General

Note.-  The AMSS protocols are defined in terms of the OSI layered reference
model.  This section defines the functional requirements of the link layer for
P and R channels to transfer user data and signalling between the AES and the
GES.

5.1.1 For each AES and GES, the link layer shall interface to the
following:

a) the subnetwork layer;

b) the AES/GES management;

c) the circuit mode services;

d) the physical layer.

5.1.2 The term link service user when used with respect to the link
layer in this section shall include items a), b), and c) in the list above.

5.2  Link interface data unit (LIDU)

5.2.1 The link interface data unit (LIDU) shall be the total information
unit transferred across the interface between the link service user and the
link layer in a single interaction.  Each LIDU shall comprise link interface
control information (LICI) and, if required, one LSDU.

5.2.2 The LIDU exchanged between the link layer and the subnetwork layer
shall contain an LSDU and LICI, except that the transmission status indication
LIDU (Table 7.11) passed by the link layer to the subnetwork layer at the
transmitting end shall contain only LICI.  The LIDU exchanged between the link
layer and the AES/GES management and between the link layer and the circuit
mode services shall contain only LICI.

5.2.3 Link interface control information (LICI)

5.2.3.1 The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and the
subnetwork layer shall be as defined in Table 7.11.

5.2.3.2 The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and the
circuit mode services shall be as defined in Table 8.2.1.

5.2.3.3 The LICI parameters exchanged between the link layer and the AES
and GES management functions shall be as defined in Section 9.2.1.2.1 and
Table 10.1, respectively.

5.2.4 Link service data unit (LSDU)

Note.- The link service data unit (LSDU) is a part of an LIDU whose identity
is preserved between the two link service users communicating with each other.
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5.2.4.1 The link service data unit (LSDU) shall contain link service user
data and shall be extracted from the LIDU received from the subnetwork layer.

5.2.4.2 Link service data unit format

5.2.4.2.1 The LSDU format shall be the same as the format of satellite
subnetwork protocol data units (SNPDUs) in the SSND sublayer described in
Section 7.

5.3  Link protocol data unit (LPDU)

5.3.1 The link protocol data units (LPDUs) shall be the signal units
(SUs) described in subsection 5.3.2.

5.3.2 Signal unit (SU)

5.3.2.1 There shall be two lengths of SUs for the P and R channels:

a) 96 bits (12 octets):  standard length SUs for P channel;

b) 152 bits (19 octets): extended length SUs for R channel.

5.3.2.2 Each SU shall contain control information, and may include user
data depending upon the SU type.

5.3.2.3 LIDU-to-SU set mapping

5.3.2.3.1 Each LIDU received by the link layer, before being transmitted to
the peer link layer, shall be mapped into an SU set.  Each SU set shall
comprise either a single signal unit called a "lone signal unit" (LSU) or more
than one signal unit of which the first shall be an "initial signal unit"
(ISU) and the following ones shall be "subsequent signal units" (SSUs).

5.3.2.3.2 For LIDU comprised of LSDU and LICI

5.3.2.3.2.1 For the P channel, an LSDU of length 2, 3 or 4 octets shall be
mapped into standard length LSUs of Figures AS21, AS21B and AS21C in
Appendix B, respectively.  An LSDU of length greater than 4 octets, shall
result in an ISU followed by a maximum of 63 SSUs.  For an LSDU of length
greater than 4 octets, the first two octets of the LSDU shall be mapped into
the 2-octet user data field of an ISU (Appendix B, Figure AS21).  The
remaining octets shall be mapped into the 8-octet user data fields of
subsequent SSUs (Appendix B, Figure AS21A) ordered by sequence numbers
(Appendix C, Item 59).  The number of SSUs shall depend upon the number of
octets in the LSDU.  The control information in each SU of the SU set shall be
mapped from the information contained in the LICI and the information
generated by the internal link layer protocol processes.

Note.- Each ISU contains information indicating the number of octets in the
user data field of the last SSU of the SU set.

5.3.2.3.2.2 For the R channel, an LSDU shall map into a maximum of 3 extended
length SUs, with the ISU of the SU set containing the first 11-octets
(Appendix B, Figure AS25) of the LSDU in its user data field.  The remaining
octets shall be mapped into the 11-octet user data field of SSUs ordered by
sequence indicator (Appendix C, Item 58).  The control information in each SU
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of the SU set shall be mapped from the information contained in the LICI and
the information generated by the internal link layer protocol processes.

5.3.2.3.3 For LIDU comprised of LICI only

5.3.2.3.3.1 For an LIDU containing LICI only, the SU set shall be generated by
mapping the information contained in the LICI and generated by the internal
link layer protocol processes into the fields of the control information of
the appropriate SU.

5.3.2.4 SU set-to-LIDU mapping

5.3.2.4.1 At the receiving end, an SU set shall be reassembled into an LIDU
before being passed to the link service user.

5.3.2.4.2 For an SU set with SU(s) containing user data, the resulting LIDU
shall contain LSDU and LICI.  The LSDU shall be reassembled by combining the
user data field of each SU of the received complete SU set.  The LICI shall be
generated from the control information in the SUs.

5.3.2.4.3 For an SU set with SU(s) containing no user data, the resulting
LIDU shall contain only LICI.  The LICI shall be generated from the control
information in the received SUs.

5.3.3 Signal unit format

5.3.3.1 The formats of all SUs transmitted on the P and the R channels
shall be as shown in Figures AS1 through AS35 of Appendix B.  The signal unit
field mapping and the transmission order of the bits shall be as shown in
Figure AS0.  The signal unit field coding and definitions defining the various
fields of SUs shall be as described in Appendix C.

5.4  LIDU routing

5.4.1 The receiving link layer (in either the GES or the AES) shall use
the message type parameter in the LICI to route the LIDU to the appropriate
link service user.  The transmitting link layer (in the GES and the AES) shall
use the routing parameter in the LICI received from the circuit-mode services
(Table 8.2.1) to route the SU set corresponding to an LIDU, for transmission
on the sub-band C channel or the R/P channels.

5.5  Precedence (Q number)

5.5.1 Each SU of the SU set generated from an LIDU shall be assigned a
precedence (Q number) by the link layer according to the precedence parameter
passed to it in the LICI by the link service user.  Each link layer signalling
SU shall be assigned a Q number according to its message type.  A Q number
shall be in the range from 0 (lowest precedence) to 15 (highest precedence).

5.6  DLS and RLS services

5.6.1 The link layer shall provide two distinct types of services,
designated as direct link service (DLS) and reliable link service (RLS).
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5.6.2 DLS shall be a link-layer service in which the SUs shall be
transmitted to the peer link layer without making any provision for
identification and retransmission of any lost SUs.

Note.-  DLS is only available to AES/GES management functions and circuit-mode
services.

5.6.3 RLS shall be a link-layer service that provides for the
identification and retransmission of any lost SUs.

5.7  P-channel protocol

Note.- In this subsection, the use of the terms "AES" and "GES" refer to the
link layer functions for the P-channel protocol within the AES and the GES.

5.7.1 General

5.7.1.1 The link layer functions for the P-channel shall be as defined in
subsections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3.

5.7.2 Ground earth station (GES)

5.7.2.1 Upon receipt of an LIDU, the GES shall assign an available (not
currently assigned to an LIDU with the same Q number) reference number to it
whenever this can be done in accordance with 5.7.2.2; however, the GES shall
not assign a reference number to LIDUs received from the circuit-mode services
and to system table broadcast LIDUs received from the GES management.  If a
reference number cannot be assigned to an LIDU, the LIDU shall be stored until
one is assigned to it.

Note.- The circuit-mode LIDUs are assigned application reference numbers by
the circuit mode services.

5.7.2.2 At any Q precedence level, each assignment of a reference number
to an LIDU destined to a particular AES shall be to the oldest LIDU among all
the LIDUs without a reference number at that Q level destined to this AES. 
The GES shall not assign a reference number to an RLS LIDU if there is a
reference number currently assigned to an LIDU with the same Q number and
addressed to the same AES as the received LIDU.  Two consecutive reference
number assignments for LIDUs of the same Q number shall not be made with the
same reference number except for two DLS LIDUs which are mapped into LSUs.  In
the case of RLS, the reference number assigned by the GES shall not be equal
to the last assigned reference number to an RLS LIDU with the same Q number
and addressed to the same AES.

5.7.2.3 For DLS, the reference number shall be released immediately after
it is assigned but shall not be immediately reassigned.  For RLS, the
reference number shall be released after the GES sends a transmission status
indication LIDU (Table 7.11) to the link service user in the GES.  The GES
shall not reassign a released reference number until all the reference numbers
that were available before its release have been assigned, in accordance with
5.7.2.2, the only exception to that shall be for a reference number that was
assigned to a DLS LIDU mapping into an LSU, which may be immediately
reassigned to another DLS LIDU mapping into an LSU.

5.7.2.4 After the assignment of a reference number to the LIDU or upon
receipt of circuit-mode LIDU, an SU set shall be generated according to
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subsection 5.3.2.3.  Among all the SUs awaiting transmission, the oldest of
the SUs with the highest Q number shall always be transmitted first.  The ISU
or the RTX SU of an SU set shall be transmitted before the SSUs, and the SSUs
shall be transmitted in the descending order of their sequence numbers
(Appendix C, Item 59).  After the transmission of the complete SU set, the GES
shall do the following:

5.7.2.4.1 For RLS :

a) If a P-channel acknowledgement (PACK) SU (Appendix B,
Figure AS31) indicating no error in the SU set is received
from the AES, the GES shall send a transmission status
indication LIDU indicating success (Table 7.11) to the link
service user in the GES.

b) If a PACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS31), identifying the
missing SUs in the SU set and indicating that one or more PACK
SUs of the PACK SU set are to follow, is received from the AES
and if a following PACK SU of the PACK SU set is not received
within tG2 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the last PACK SU
of the PACK SU set was received, or if no more PACK SUs
identifying the missing SUs are expected, whichever occurs
first, the GES shall transmit a retransmission SU set
comprising a retransmission header (RTX) SU (Appendix B,
Figure AS22) followed by the missing SUs identified in the
received PACK SUs of the PACK SU set.  The GES shall then
proceed as in subsection 5.7.2.4.1.  However, if a PACK SU
indicating error in the SU set is received from the AES before
the complete SU set has been transmitted, the GES shall
discard the received PACK SU.

c) If a PACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS31) requesting a complete
retransmission of the SU set is received from the AES, the GES
shall retransmit the entire SU set as a sequence of an ISU and
SSUs.  The GES shall then proceed as in subsection 5.7.2.4.1.

d) If no PACK SU associated to the SU set is received from the
AES within tG1 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the last SSU
of the SU set (original or retransmitted) was transmitted, the
GES shall transmit a request for acknowledgement (RQA) SU
(Appendix B, Figure AS15) to the AES.  The GES shall transmit
the RQA SU every tG1 seconds from the time the last RQA SU was
sent, until a response is received from the AES, or until the
number of times the RQA SU was sent equals five.  If tG1
seconds elapse after the fifth retransmission of the RQA SU
without receiving any corresponding PACK SU from the AES, the
GES shall send a transmission status indication LIDU
indicating failure (Table 7.11) to the link service user in
the GES and shall cease processing that SU set.  Otherwise,
the GES shall proceed as in subsection 5.7.4.2.4.1.

5.7.2.4.2 If a PACK SU identifying an SU set which is not present in the GES
is received from an AES, the GES shall discard the received PACK SU.

5.7.2.5 If there are no SUs (data or signalling) to be transmitted, the
GES shall transmit an AES system table broadcast SU (Appendix B,
Figures AS17A - AS17E), if one has been generated from an LIDU received from
the GES management; otherwise, the GES shall transmit a fill-in SU
(Appendix B, Figure AS23).
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5.7.3 Aircraft earth station (AES)

5.7.3.1 Upon receipt of an SU set comprised of an LSU, the AES shall form
an LIDU according to subsection 5.3.2.4 and pass it to the appropriate link
service user in the AES.  For an LSU using RLS, the AES shall then send a PACK
SU indicating no error to the GES.  The AES shall command the selection of an
R-channel frequency and then shall resend that PACK SU if an RQA SU
identifying this SU set is received before another SU set for this AES with
the same Q number.

5.7.3.2 Upon receipt of SUs comprising an SU set, the AES shall
reassociate the received SUs into an SU set according to their reference
numbers, Q numbers and sequence numbers (Appendix C, Items 46, 43 and 59,
respectively).  For such an SU set, if an SSU is received without its
corresponding ISU or RTX SU having been received, the AES shall discard the
SSU.

5.7.3.3 For an SU set comprised of multiple SUs, following receipt of an
ISU the AES shall determine whether or not any more SSUs corresponding to the
SU set headed by the ISU are expected from the GES in accordance with the
following criterion:

No more SSUs corresponding to the SU set are expected if either
the last SSU in the SU set, or an SU of lower Q number than the
one waiting completion, or an SU with the same Q number as the one
waiting completion but with a different reference number, or an
AES system table broadcast SU, or a fill-in SU, is received.

Note.- To apply this criterion, the AES considers all received SUs
independently of their AES ID.

5.7.3.3.1 When an SU set with the same Q number and AES ID as an SU set
awaiting completion but with a different reference number is received from the
GES, the AES shall discard the incomplete SU set awaiting completion.

5.7.3.4 If no more SUs corresponding to the SU set are expected, the AES
shall determine whether or not there are any missing SUs in the received SU
set.  The AES shall then do the following:

5.7.3.4.1 For DLS:

a) If there are no missing SUs, the AES shall reassemble the SUs
into an LIDU according to subsection 5.3.2.4 and pass the LIDU
to the appropriate link service user in the AES.

b) If there are any missing SUs, the AES shall discard the
incomplete SU set.

5.7.3.4.2 For RLS :

a) If there are no missing SUs in the SU set, the AES shall
reassemble the SU set into an LIDU according to
subsection 5.3.2.4 and forward it to the appropriate link
service user.  The AES shall then send a PACK SU indicating no
errors to the GES.  If subsequently an RQA SU requesting
acknowledgement for that same SU set is received, the AES
shall command the selection of an R-channel frequency and then
shall retransmit that PACK SU.
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b) If the number of missing SUs is less than forty-three, the AES
shall send to the GES one or more PACK SUs comprising the PACK
SU set, identifying the missing SUs and requesting their
retransmission.

Note.- A PACK SU indicating errors can identify as many as
three missing SUs.

c) If more than forty-two SUs in an SU set are missing, the AES
shall send to the GES a PACK SU set comprised of one PACK SU
requesting retransmission of the entire SU set.

5.7.3.4.2.1 After sending a PACK SU set requesting partial or complete
retransmission to the GES, the AES shall then do the following:

a) If an RQA SU is received from the GES within tA1 seconds
(Appendix D) from the time the PACK SU set was transmitted to
the GES, the AES shall command the selection of an R-channel
frequency and then shall retransmit the last PACK SU set to
the GES and shall proceed as in subsection 5.7.3.4.2.1.  If an
RQA SU is received from the GES before the complete PACK SU
set has been transmitted, the AES shall discard the RQA SU.

b) Upon receipt of SUs headed by an RTX SU or an ISU from the
GES, the AES shall determine whether or not any more SUs
corresponding to the retransmitted SU set are expected in
accordance with the criterion described in subsection 5.7.3.3. 
The AES shall then determine whether or not the incomplete SU
set identified in the RTX SU is present in the AES.  If the
incomplete SU set is not present in the AES, the AES shall
discard the received SU set headed by RTX SU; otherwise, the
AES shall insert the received SUs headed by RTX SU into the
incomplete SU set.  After inserting the received retransmitted
SUs into the incomplete SU set and discarding any duplicated
SUs (as required), the AES shall determine whether or not the
resultant SU set is complete.  The AES then shall do the
following:

1) If the SU set is complete, the AES shall send a PACK SU
indicating no error to the GES.  Then the AES shall
reassemble the complete SU set into an LIDU according to
subsection 5.3.2.4 and shall pass it to the appropriate
link service user in the AES.  If subsequently, an RQA SU
requesting acknowledgement for that same SU set is
received before another SU set for this AES with the same
Q number, the AES shall command the selection of an
R-channel frequency and then shall retransmit that
PACK SU.

2) If the SU set is not complete, the AES shall send to the
GES one or more PACK SUs comprising a PACK SU set, in
accordance with subsection 5.7.3.4.2 b) and c).  The AES
shall then proceed as in subsection 5.7.4.2.1.

c) If no response is received from the GES within tA1 seconds
(Appendix D) from the time the complete PACK SU set requesting
retransmissions was sent, the AES shall command the selection
of an R-channel frequency and then shall send the PACK SU set
again to the GES identifying the missing SUs.  The AES shall
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retransmit the PACK SU set every tA1 seconds (Appendix D),
from the time the last PACK SU set was sent, until a
corresponding retransmitted SU set is received from the GES,
or until the number of times the PACK SU set, identifying the
same missing SUs, was sent equals five.  If tA1 seconds elapse
after the fifth retransmission of the PACK SU set without
receiving any retransmitted SUs from the GES, the AES shall
discard the incomplete SU set. 

5.7.3.5 The AES shall respond to a request for acknowledgement (RQA) SU
received from the GES by sending a PACK SU requesting the retransmission of
the entire SU set if the RQA SU identifies an SU set not received at the AES.

5.7.3.6 The AES link layer shall pass the revision number of the system
table broadcast to the AES management upon receipt of the first SU of a system
table broadcast sequence received on the satellite/beam-identifying Psmc
channel.  The broadcast LIDU corresponding to a series of a complete or
partial broadcast sequence (refer Section 10.4.52.2) shall be assembled and
passed to the AES management after all the expected SUs of the series have
been received, or after an SU of another series with a revision number equal
to or greater than the series awaiting completion is received.

5.8  R-channel protocol

Note.-  In this section, the use of the terms "AES" and "GES" refer to the
link layer functions for the R-channel protocol within the AES and the GES.

5.8.1 General

5.8.1.1 The link layer functions associated with the R-channel protocol
shall be as defined in subsections 5.8.2 and 5.8.3.

5.8.2 Aircraft earth station (AES)

5.8.2.1 Upon receipt of an LIDU for RLS, the AES shall assign an available
(not currently assigned) reference number (Appendix C, Item 46) to it.  The
reference number shall be assigned if there is no reference number currently
assigned to an LIDU for RLS with the same Q number as the received LIDU.  Upon
receipt of an LIDU for DLS, the AES shall assign a reference number to it if a
reference number is available (not currently assigned); however, the AES shall
not assign a reference number to LIDUs received from the circuit-mode
services.  If a reference number is not assigned to an LIDU, the LIDU shall be
stored until one is assigned to it.  Each assignment of a reference number
shall be to the oldest received LIDU without a reference number.  Two
consecutive reference number assignments for LIDUs of the same Q number shall
not be made with the same reference number, except for two LIDUs which are
mapped into DLS LSU.

Note.-  Circuit-mode services LIDUs are assigned application reference numbers
by the circuit-mode services.

5.8.2.2 For DLS, the reference number shall be released immediately after
it is assigned.  For RLS, the reference number shall be released after the AES
sends a transmission status indication LIDU (Table 7.11) to the link service
user in the AES.  The AES shall not reassign a released reference number until
all the reference numbers that were available before its release have been
assigned; the only exception to that is for a reference number that was
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assigned to a DLS LIDU mapping into an LSU, which may be immediately
reassigned to another DLS LIDU mapping into an LSU.

5.8.2.3 After the assignment of a reference number to an LIDU or upon the
receipt of a circuit-mode services LIDU, an SU set shall be generated
according to subsection 5.3.2.3.  Among all the SUs awaiting transmission, the
oldest SU of the SUs with the highest Q number shall always be transmitted
first.  The SUs of an SU set shall be transmitted in the ascending order of
their sequence indicators (Appendix C, Item 58).

5.8.2.4 For RLS.  For each transmitted SU set, the AES shall do the
following:

a) Respond to the R-channel acknowledgement (RACK) SUs received
from the destination GES as follows:

1) If the RACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS16A) indicates that
the SU set has been completely received at the GES, the
AES shall send a transmission status indication LIDU
indicating success (Table 7.11) to the link service user
in the AES.

2) If the RACK SU (Appendix B, Figure AS16B) identifies one
or more SUs that have not been received, the AES shall
command the selection of an R-channel frequency and 
retransmit the missing SUs in the ascending order of
their sequence indicators.  If any other RACK SU
identifying missing SUs is received, the AES shall
discard it if the transmission of all missing SUs
identified in the previously received RACK SU is not yet
completed.  However, if either

i) in addition to the first RACK SU, five more RACK SUs
identifying missing SUs are received before the AES
has completely transmitted any of the identified
missing SUs in the first RACK SU,

or

ii) the first RACK SU identified two missing SUs, and one
SU has been transmitted, and subsequent to the
transmission five more RACK SUs identifying missing
SUs have been received without transmitting another
SU,

then, the AES shall send a transmission status indication LIDU
indicating failure (Table 7.11) to the link service user in
the AES and shall cease processing that SU set.

Note.-  A RACK SU received at the AES would identify at most two missing SUs
from an SU set.

b) If a RACK SU from the destination GES does not arrive within
tA3 seconds (Appendix D) from the time the last SU in a set
(the original SU set or a retransmitted set of SUs
corresponding to the original SU set) was transmitted, the AES
shall command the selection of an R-channel frequency from the
available group of R-channel frequencies and shall retransmit
the set of SUs.  The AES shall repeat this process until an
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acknowledgement from the GES is received, except that the
number of times the same set of SUs was retransmitted shall
not exceed 5.  If a RACK SU does not arrive within tA3 seconds
after the fifth repetition, the AES shall send a transmission
status indication LIDU indicating failure (Table 7.11) to the
link service user in the AES and shall cease processing that
SU set.

5.8.3 Ground earth station (GES)

5.8.3.1 The GES shall associate the SUs received from logged-on AESs into
sets according to their AES IDs, Q numbers and reference numbers.

5.8.3.2 For RLS

5.8.3.2.1 After an SU of an SU set has been received by the GES without
completing the set, the GES shall send a RACK SU identifying the remaining
missing SUs to the AES if any of the following is true:

a) if the received SU is either the last SU of the SU set or the
last SU of the missing SUs of the SU set;

b) if a period of tG4 seconds (Appendix D) elapses without
another SU (DLS or RLS) from the same AES having been
received; or

c) if the GES subsequently receives from the same AES an SU with
a lower Q number or an SU, indicating DLS, of the same
Q number but different reference number.

If after sending a RACK SU, identifying the missing SUs, the GES receives no
SU in response within tG3 seconds, it shall retransmit the RACK SU to the AES,
except that, instead of sending the RACK SU, the GES shall discard the SU set
if 5 identical RACK SUs have been sent and no missing SU was received within
tG3 seconds since the last RACK SU was transmitted.  The GES shall also
discard an incomplete SU set if an SU indicating RLS and having the same
Q number but different reference number than the SUs of the set, is received
from the same AES.

5.8.3.2.2 Whenever a complete SU set has been received, the GES shall
reassemble an LIDU according to subsection 5.3.2.4, shall pass it to the
appropriate link service user, and shall send a RACK SU indicating no error to
the AES.

5.8.3.2.3 After the LIDU has been formed the GES shall discard all SU sets
with the same Q number and reference number subsequently received from the
same AES until at least one SU with the same Q number and a different
reference number has been received from the same AES, and retransmits a RACK
SU indicating no error to the AES.

5.8.3.2.4 Whenever two or more SUs of the same Q number and reference number
and sequence indicator have been received from the same aircraft before the
corresponding LIDU has been formed, all but one shall be discarded.
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5.8.3.3 For DLS

5.8.3.3.1 After an SU of an SU set has been received by the GES without
completing the set, if any of the following is true, the GES shall discard the
received SUs.

a) if the received SU is the last SU in the set;

b) if a period of tG4 seconds (Appendix D) elapses without
another SU (DLS or RLS) from the same AES having been
received; or

c) if the GES subsequently receives from the same AES an SU with
a lower Q number or an SU of the same Q number but different
reference number.

If, and when, the SU set becomes complete, the AES shall reassemble the set
into an LIDU according to subsection 5.3.2.4 and shall pass it to the
appropriate link service user.  However, if the SUs of the complete SU set
specify a different GES ID and the SU set corresponds to a circuit-mode
services LIDU, the GES shall send the SU set to the GES whose ID is specified.

— — — — — — — —


